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Oh, the Thinks You Can Think
A Trip to the Bottom of the World with Mouse
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Did you know there?s a place in Antarctica where it?s warm enough to swim? It?s true! It?s
heated by an active (though not actively erupting!) volcano. Mouse and his human friend have
set out on a long journey to that spot, and we?re along for the adventure.
A Trip To The Bottom Of the World with Mouse, written and illustrated by Frank Viva, is the
tale of a mouse in a stripey hat, and a bald-headed boy in a shirt with a bat on it, amusing
themselves aboard a big boat bound for Antarctica. Mouse is antsy to get where they?re
going -- Mouse is always antsy -- and the boy is seasick. So they chat about everything they
can think of to keep their minds occupied. The story progresses as a series of lists under
discussion: things that are hard to do on a boat on a rough ocean, things to wear when it?s
cold, and the different kinds of penguins inhabiting the icy expanse.
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National Bullying Prevention Month
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Author and Illustrator Patricia Polacco has a knack for creating picture books for older
readers. Her thoughtful, sensitive stories have addressed a range of issues including cancer,
cultural differences, race relations and slavery. Her most recent book, Bully, takes on a topic
she has written about previously in both Thank You, Mr. Falker and Mr. Lincoln?s Way, but
this story depicts how bullying can take place via social media, as well as through direct
interactions with peers.
Bully describes how Lyla attempts to make friends and fit in at her new school. A new friend
encourages her to get a cell phone, a laptop computer, and a Facebook account so that she
can ?stay connected with the world!? Her parents relent, and her new friend Jamie, who is a
computer wiz, helps her set everything up. The cool ?celebrity? girls invite Lyla to join their
clique ? not for her newfound electronic communication skills, but for her tumbling and
cheerleading abilities. Read more »
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